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A photo is crucial; its absence may raise suspicions. Choose a professional-looking
picture. Remember, this is not Facebook!
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JOB HUNTING ADVICE
15 Strategies to Enhance Your
LinkedIn Profile for Professional
Success
LinkedIn has evolved into an essential tool for job seekers, whether you're working
with recruiters or navigating your job search independently. It stands as the
paramount platform for professional networking, and it's the go-to place for
potential employers to evaluate your qualifications. 

To help you make the most of your LinkedIn profile during your job hunt, here are
our top 15 tips:

Add a Photo

2. Achieve 100% Completion
Completing your profile to 100% enhances your search ranking and leaves a positive
impression. Be detailed about your work experience and qualifications, including
explanations for each. Use industry-specific keywords.

3. Achieve 100% Completion
Treat your LinkedIn profile as seriously as your CV. First impressions online are as
important as in person.

4. Craft how you want to be seen 
Customise your headline to reflect the professional image you aspire to project, rather
than simply echoing your current job title. Recruiters frequently search for specific job
titles, so it's essential to make a strong first impression with your chosen headline.

1.



Your summary should be a personalised elevator pitch for recruiters, highlighting your
unique value and using relevant keywords. Utilise the specialties section for more
keywords.
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6. Optimise for Search Engines
Use SEO by incorporating keywords from job postings and industry profiles you
admire. Include leadership terms and action words.

7. Maintain Consistency

Ensure that your online presence across different platforms is consistent. Recruiters will
search for you online, even on Facebook, so maintain privacy settings or ensure a
professional online image.

8. Expand your Network
Connect with people you interact with regularly to increase your profile's reach.
Engage in groups and discussions to discover new contacts and enhance your profile.

5. Craft your Elevator Pitch

9. Gather Recommendations
Connect with people you interact with regularly to increase your profile's reach.
Engage in groups and discussions to discover new contacts and enhance your profile.

Use LinkedIn to research recruiters, hiring managers, and potential colleagues.
Investigate companies you're interested in working for. Follow them to stay 
updated on their activities.

10. Research People and Companies 
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11. Personalise your LinkedIn URL
Customise your LinkedIn URL with your name for easy visibility in searches, both on
LinkedIn and Google. Also, provide actual titles for website links on your profile.

12. Manage Visibility Settings 
Keep an eye on your visibility settings. If you visit profiles frequently, change your
setting to invisible to avoid raising suspicions.

13. Be Open for Business 
Ensure that your contact settings include career opportunities, consulting offers, new
ventures, job inquiries, and reference requests. Customise your public profile URL to
include your name.

14. Update Your Status Regularly
Regular status updates keep you on people's radar. Share achievements, client wins,
recommendations, product launches, or networking events. Regular profile updates
are essential.

15. Persist (Without Pestering)
Sending follow-up messages through LinkedIn can set you apart from other
candidates. Recruiters can easily review your credentials by clicking on your profile
when you message them.

By implementing these 15 strategies, you'll boost your LinkedIn profile's appeal to
potential employers and position yourself for a successful job search. Remember,
LinkedIn is a powerful tool that can help you advance your career and achieve your
professional goals.


